[Visual evoked potential in guinea pigs].
The present study was designed to establish visual evoked potential (VEP) as one of clinical tests for veterinary medicine. Experiments were carried out on eight adult male guinea pigs weighed 350 to 750 g. We investigated influences of click sound, luminous intensity and habituation on VEP patterns. The VEP of the guinea pig was composed of primary (P 10, N 20, P 30, N 40) and secondary (P 55, N 75, P 100, N 140) components, followed by a rhythmic after-discharge. Click sound with flash produced some unclear peaks in VEP, while click sound without flash elicited clear six peaks. These different components of the response to stimulation suggested that the acoustically evoked potential induced some peaks in VEP. With the intensity used in the present study, changes in luminous intensity resulted in unrecognizable difference among the VEPs. Early components of VEP were not clearly influenced by the habituation to stimulation. As the stimulation was repeated, rhythmic after-discharge seemed to be suppressed in the half of experiments.